Blogs, Podcasts, Wikis, and Social Networking Sites to Increase Engagement and Achievement

Meg Ormiston
meg@megormiston.com
THE FOCUS IS NOT THE DEVICE OR THE APP
TODAY IS ABOUT
RETOOLING TEACHING & LEARNING
TODAY IS ABOUT RETHINKING POSSIBILITIES
MANY TEACHERS ARE PAPER-TRAINED
STUDENTS LIVE IN
A VIDEO GAME WORLD
IT IS NOT ABOUT THE DEVICE
IT’S ABOUT

TEACHING, LEARNING & TRANSFORMING SCHOOLS
THERE IS AN APP FOR THAT
AND THAT... AND THAT
FOCUS ON INSTRUCTION
STUDENTS

MUST DEMONSTRATE WHAT THEY HAVE LEARNED
COLLABORATION
MOVE FROM STATIC TO DYNAMIC CONTENT
CHANGE
DEPART FROM LONG STANDING BEHAVIORS
CREATE CONTENT
PRODUCE LEARNING ARTIFACTS
BACKCHANNELING
SAMR MODEL
Redefinition
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, previously inconceivable

Modification
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Augmentation
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with functional improvement

Substitution
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional change

Measure the distance between two points on the ground

Map Length: 0.00 Centimeters
Ground Length: 0.00
Heading: 0.00 degrees

Mouse Navigation
Nancy Niessen @Wor... 12m
@avivaloca kinderchat
Thanks! Best PD going is on Twitter!! #reggiopic

Aviva Dunsiger @aviva... 14m
@World_of_K Thanks! I'm so inspired by what you & my awesome #kinderchat friends do!

Miss Night @happycam... 30m
Just e-mailed ALL my staff to come to tonight's campfire chat w/ @OoeyGooeyLady. They don't even KNOW what they might miss! #kinderchat

Geralyn B McLaughli... 39m
How Young Is Too Young for Multiple-Choice Tests? (A) 5 (B) Never - Working In These Times
inthesetimes.com/working/e ntry/... #ece #kinderchat #earlyed

Details
Kinderchat 123

#Kinderchat is an International conversation among Early Childhood Educators! Join us Mondays 9PM EST and 8:30PM London time on twitter! Submit blog to be pinned here http://kinderchat-kinderchat...

Global · www.kinderchat123.net · Twitter · Facebook

27 Boards · 137 Pins · 29 Likes · Follow All · 461 Followers · 97 Following

Fall Festival Scavenger Hunt

38 pins

Kinderchat

7 pins

The Campfire

6 pins
Market Seo @market_seo now
There's an app for everything these days -- some that change lives -- but what about life changing accessories? bit.ly/1d6OBEC
Details

DestinationsTravlsMa... now ow.ly/qarIB Going to try it - Sesame Seed Crusted Big Eye Tuna Steak! Looks amazing! Recipe, p.59 ow.ly/l/3wJ32
Details

myEDmatch @myEDma... now Technology in the Hands of a Great Teacher: buff.ly/1hfzXS edchat edtech via @HuffPostEdu
Details

edReformer @edReformer now Teaching the Common Core Standards Means Designing Real and Engaging Learning Experiences nblo.gs/Qq6PF
Details

Kelley Theodocion @... 17h
The Kelley Theodocion Daily is out!
paper.li/kttheodocion/13... Stories via @megormi
Details

Meg Ormiston @megormi 1d
RT @rcleary: @megormi will this be archived? Yes, in about a month.
Details

Meg Ormiston @megormi 1d
RT @rcleary: @megormi will this be archived? Yes, but it will be in about a month.
Details

Rona Chisholm-Cle... 2d
@megormi will this be archived?
Details

Patricia Hermanows... ... 2d
@megormi any way it will be recorded to YouTube for later viewing?
Details

P21 @P21CentSkills 2d

Laura Conley retweeted
Sara Hunter @ICETeach... 12h
#flippedpd chat 10-24-13 storify.com/iceteachersara... via @ICETeacherSara cc: @Iconley86 @kadaniels
Details

Sara Hunter @ICETeach... 12h
#flippedpd chat 10-24-13 storify.com/iceteachersara... via @ICETeacherSara cc: @Iconley86 @kadaniels
Details

Ryan Cox retweeted
Lisa Sjogren @lissajosgr 12h
Final thought from me... Boring is Not Acceptable bit.ly/1ab0918 #flippedpd
Details

Laura Conley @Iconley86 12h
@S_MinterEDU @TXCSS Join us again for #flippedpd! We are here every Thursday (except on holidays) (no chat next Thurs on Halloween night)
Details
WEB 2.0 TOOLS
CREATING A PLN